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Request a Demo


Build more rewarding customer relationships
Help your customers create their next home story by engaging them earlier in the process with a dedicated concierge, top local agents, and an intelligence-based home search experience. Best of all, we’ll reward them with up to $9,500 cash back after close.


Get Started
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HomeStory makes it simple to engage your customers




Always here to help
Buying or selling a home is a huge decision. We help take the stress out of the process throughout the journey. Our dedicated concierge team will answer questions and connect customers to the best agents and partners.



Don’t search, discover
Finding a dream home is hard. HomeStory makes it simple. We make it easy to discover the perfect home using AI-based recommendations, real-time alerts, and unique market data. 
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Work with the best agents
Buying and selling a home takes a team. With HomeStory, we connect your customers with the most experienced agents across the country to help you make confident decisions.

Learn more about our network



Create a rewarding experience
HomeStory helps your customers by providing a cashback reward. Depending on the price of their home, customers can get up to $9,500 back.
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Customers love it


"Painless and convenient, especially with the pandemic. Everyone I dealt with was professional and efficient."

Scott BHomebuyer

“As a first-time home buyer, it is important to have as much guidance as possible to make the process easier. This program connected us with a realtor who expertly fulfilled that need.”

Nicholas JHomebuyer

"My home purchase was so smooth and fast. Maria did an awesome job and she was always there to answer all of our questions."

Hillary RHomebuyer

“Satisfied. The realtor really did everything she could to make my offer as competitive as possible.”

Harrison CHomebuyer







Ready to build
more rewarding customer relationships?
We'll show you how.

We'll show you how.
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13359 N. Hwy 183, Suite 406, #2044

Austin, TX 78750

info@homestoryrewards.com
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